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Teacher’S Key

Are we powering our way into a 
climate crisis?

What warming threshold did nations agree to at the Paris climate agreement? 

To reduce carbon emissions to a level that keeps the global temperature rise below 2°C.

Why is this an important number?

Scientists believe that above 2°C warming, a tipping point is reached and many consequences of 
human made climate change cannot be reversed. Coral reefs and some agriculture systems could 
collapse entirely after 2°C. 

What are our chances of staying under that threshold in the power sector? (Back your answer 
up with numbers.) 

Right now, pretty slim, especially if we allow business to continue as usual. By using our current 
power plants alone we release more emissions than what would be consistent with the Paris 
climate agreement (300 Gt CO2 emissions vs the limit of 240 Gt CO2  needed to keep temperature 
rises below 2°C). And the predicted investments into new power plants are likely to generate 
another 270 Gt CO2.

What changes can we make to our current or future power plants to keep emissions within the 
allocated carbon budget?

We need to retire some power plants early, ideally the ones that run on carbon intensive coal. We 
should not build any more coal powered plants, but switch to renewable energies instead. We 
could also try to make our current power plants more energy efficient, or invest in technologies 
that suck CO2 out of the atmosphere (however, these technologies are likely to be very costly and 
are not yet reliable).
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Which fuels are the most carbon intensive and which are the least?

Fossil fuels like coal and oil are the most carbon intensive (=release the most amount of CO2 
per unit of energy produced), while renewable energies like solar and wind are the least carbon 
intensive (and the most climate friendly).

It certainly won’t be cheap to retire coal power plants or switch to less carbon intensive fuels. 
Why do we think it’s still worth it?

The more we invest in changing how we generate power now, the more benefits we will gain 
from reducing climate change in the future. Because power plants usually operate for several 
decades and greenhouse gases remain in the atmosphere for a long time, the damage done now 
(in terms of a changing climate) will last for a long time. Addressing climate change in the future 
by dealing with its consequences will likely be much costlier than addressing it right now. What’s 
more, those consequences will cause destruction and suffering for humans, animals, and our 
habitats. 

What can you personally do to reduce your electricity consumption?

Turn off appliances when not in use; buy less stuff - reuse, repair and borrow things instead; look 
for energy star certified energy efficient appliances; switch to electricity from renewable sources; 
invest in a solar roof; run the air conditioning less, etc.
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